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The Royo Family has accumulated the expertise to help you with the logistics and the engineering
required to manage the process of buying and selling new and used printing, finishing and

converting machinery anywhere in the world. We offer additional services such as pre-purchase
inspections, dismantling and removal, parts, cleaning and painting, rebuilding and retrofitting,
transportation, installation and demonstration, after sales service and warranty, appraisals and

professional consultation. The No. 03 belongs to the office press series. It is a simple galley press
with a rubberized impression cylinder not geared to a rack. Cylinder bearers roll on the bed bearers

and are supported only by bearings riding the under rail. There are no form rollers but paper grippers
were an option. Also called gravity presses or Showcard presses, there were several competitors.

(Vandercook supplied presses to the Showcard Company, which attached their own nameplate to the
carriage.) Optional cabinet, manual inking equipment (brayer, ink plate), register device with or

without foot operated grippers. Optional newspaper equipment: swinging Floor plate truck lift, blocks
and bed plate. Maximum form: 25 34; maximum sheet: 25 42. The Serial number range is separate

from other models. There are a mere five No. 03 office presses in the Vandercook gravity press
census, but it is likely that more are in use. See the 0, 01 and 099. In the field of sheet-fed offset

printing presses, RYOBI MHI Graphic Technology Ltd. strives to achieve high-precision multi-color and
offer other advanced printing technologies. RYOBI MHI Graphic Technology has a product lineup with

a wide variety of printing presses ranging from small- to large-format and develops and
manufactures products to meet growing demands related to digitization and the environment. The

Company provides products in Japan as well as over 170 other countries worldwide, helping create a
prosperous and colorful society.
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I have a heidelberg r1 press 4 colour set up with the compressed air feed. I would like to be able to
do 11-12 colour sets with the press. I am looking to find out what type of replacement pistons are

required to do 11/12 colour sets. If it is a high demand press which might be a cost prohibitive repair.
We own a 1925 Heidelberg-Compuer Press that is used to print brochures, letter heads and some

small presses. Since this is the model we purchased new in the early 1950s we are planning to scrap
it and rebuild it. Do you have any sources of parts for this press? Have a 500/500 MLA H200

Heidelberg Sysprint with Comp 1 and C2. I need the top cover for the C2 and the sheet tray frame for
the Sysprint. I have installed at printer since they shipped it to me. Need top cover and sheet tray

frame. Finally, the 'L' of Heidelberg is used in Germany, Italy, Switzerland and the Czech Republic for
Prinzmetal and Mahlkonig also sold as Imprinon, Imprimaria or Mondial. The 'L' in English often

appears as 'Ohl' (meaning Aule), and in French it is often called 'Lever'. Heidelberg currently has a
basic offerings of color, black and white. However, they are going to be adding to this list in the next

few months. Their color services include document processing, digital, digital photo and digital
postage. Their black services include photorecall, encoding, duplex and labeling. Their photo

services include standard color, black and white, flexo and digital. We have built an operation work
flow that connects various machines and processes needed for product printed documents through a

network, for everything from preprocesses to printing and post processes. The Company also
visualizes production and realizes optimization. We support printing companies' switch to smart
factories. The Company is working to reduce the manpower needed for transporting paper by

utilizing automatic guided vehicles (AGVs). 5ec8ef588b
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